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In a ruling position and power for a long historical conditions,what kind of a ruling
party, how to build the ruling party has always been a major theoretical and practical
issues. In the general assembly of 90th anniversary for the founding of the Communist
Party of China. Hu Jintao stressed that under the new situation, undergoing a profound
changed in living conditions, national conditions and the party situation, is faced with
many unprecedented new situations, new problems and new challenges, for improving
the party's leadership and governance, increasing corruption and ability to withstand
risks, strengthening the Party 's governance capability and vanguard nature. In the new
historical conditions, how to effectively resolve the "four challenges " and the "big four
dangerous "which the party long-term governance facing; How to improve the efficiency
of the party's ruling, to strengthen the Party 's governance, to promote the scientization of
the party's governing way, to achieve the party's governing mission; How to further
reform and improve the party's governing style, developing the guidance of Marxism
ruling practice, promoting the reform and perfection of valuable construction in
Inner-Party and Non-Party. final, realizing Scientific Governance, Democratic
Governance and Law-based Governance. The answer to these major issues not only has a
global role of the whole Nation-building, but a directly related to Party's survival and the
success or failure of the socialist cause with Chinese characteristics.
In this paper, according to 90 years for the founding of the Communist Party of
China, ruling over six years, leading the 30 years of reform and opening up the
development process as the background, on the basis of summarize the process and
experience of Communist Party of China's ruling way, definition the basic concepts of
ruling party, ruling way, leadership style and scientific governance, trace the theoretical
basis of the volution for the scientizagtion of Communist Party of China's ruling way,
historical trajectory, practical form, reality experience, discrimination the basis in reality
and social conditions to the development of the scientization of Communist Party of
China's ruling way, it's illustrate that the scientific of Communist Party of China's ruling













connotation and the core values for the scientization of Communist Party of China's
ruling way. Analysis the scientization of Communist Party of China's ruling way request
that different requirements and the following discipline of Scientific Governance,
Democratic Governance and Law-based Governance, from Inner-party and Non-party to
explore the system construction and the mechanism protection which is the way to
ahieve the scientization of Communist Party of China's ruling way.
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